
1 Introduction

In recent years, targeted cyberattack incidents have 
been brought to light one after another — starting from 
the case of a Japanese major heavy industry manufacturer 
to similar incidents such as breaking into the networks of 
the House of Representatives and the House of Councillors 
as well as other ministerial organizations and agencies —
signaling the pressing challenge for establishing sweeping 
measures and technologies against targeted cyberattacks. 
The attacker’s objective is to steal information inside an 
organization and send it to a malicious host located outside 
the organization. For this purpose, the attacker first tries 
to break through the border-defense security measures by 
sending a targeted email, paving the way for malware to 
intrude into the organization. As a preventive measure 
against such targeted attacks, an expeditious method to 
detect suspicious communications among intra-organiza-
tion live network communications is strongly needed. The 
authors studied an early detection method to single out 
suspicious communications attempting to link with a 
malware host, among the vast sea of live network com-
munications. In this paper, the authors report two tech-
nologies — blacklist-based suspicious communication 
detection, and slow scan detection using Bayesian decision 
making. The blacklist used in the former technology was 
constructed based on the darknet observation information 
of NICTER[1] (a database containing a vast amount of 
malicious host information acquired through observation).

2 Related technologies

2.1  Network Incident analysis Center for Tactical 
Emergency Response (NICTER)

NICTER is a project under research and development 
at the National Institute of Information and Communications 
Technology (NICT) that implements a macroscopic analy-
sis system to detect and analyze incidents, whereby a 
large-scale darknet observation network is used for analyz-
ing events. The macroscopic analysis system uses sensors 
distributed within and outside of Japan for monitoring the 
darknet. The information gained through darknet monitor-
ing includes a huge amount of malicious host information, 
necessarily including those related to C&C servers. The 
system is designed to store the packets gathered from the 
sensors to the MacS DB[2] database system in real-time, 
which enables the packet data in the storage to be used as 
a list of IP addresses that includes those of malicious at-
tackers (hereafter referred to as black list IPs).

2.2 NIRVANA: Live network traffic visualization 
system

NIRVANA[3] is an attempt to apply the real-time visu-
alization technology of NICTER — especially the packets 
gathered by darknet monitoring — to traffic in the internal 
network of a specified organization: network- and trans-
port-layer header information from the vast amount of 
packets flowing through the intra-organization network is 
collected and aggregated, and then is sent to the visualiza-
tion terminal for visual representation of the state of live 
network communication. In this study, the functions pro-
vided by NIRVANA — collecting and aggregating header 
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information from intra-organization traffic — are applied 
to monitor live network traffic for the detection of black 
list IPs and attacks as described in Sections 3 and 4. 
Figure 1 illustrates the volume of traffic observed during 
the period from the August 24 to 31, 2014.

2.3  System organization
Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram of the system 

constructed for this study. In step ①, the system creates an 
IP address list (IPLIST in Fig.2) to be referenced in the 
analysis. This IP address list not only serves as a blacklist 
IP list in blacklist search, but also as a whitelist IP address 
list in low speed scan detection. Next, packets are ex-
tracted, in step ②, from the Livenet Databus used by 
NIRVANA, which are used by the Analysis Module to 
perform checkups against the IP address list. If an instance 
of improper communication is detected in the checkup 
process ③, an alarm is sent to the visualization system.

3 Blacklist detection

3.1 Overview
The objective of this study to develop a method capable 

of detecting communications that are linked to malicious 
hosts (C&C servers) quickly, among the vast sea of normal 
communications, by utilizing the darknet monitoring in-
formation provided by NICTER as a blacklist. To realize 
this objective, the live network communication and black-
list of malicious hosts must be quickly analyzed in real-
time. In general, the characteristics of blacklist based 
detection methods — i.e. based on the source information 
of past cyberattack incidents, or predefined signatures — 
makes it difficult to address unknown attacks in real-time. 
However, as the darknet observation data provided by 
NICTER is real-time attack information, it can be defined 
as a real-time blacklist IP for detecting irregular commu-
nications.

Fig.F 2　System overview
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Fig.F 1　Observed live network traffic within NICT
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3.2 Real-time detection
The blacklist IP is compiled in reference to the MacS 

DB. The MacS DB is a database that stores the header in-
formation of the network- and transport layer of all the 
packets sent to darknet. The data in the MacS DB for the 
past one week is used to create blacklist IPs which are saved 
in a blacklist database. To rule out backscatter, two types 
of data are selected for storage: the source IP addresses of 
external malicious hosts that send a TCP SYN packet to 
darknet, and its time of receipt.

To keep the blacklist IP list always up-to-date, the latest 
data in the MacS DB is retrieved once an hour to update. 
Then, the TCP packets are read from the live network, and 
their source/destination IP addresses are examined against 
the blacklist IP list. If a hit is found and the host is respond-
ing to a TCP SYN packet with a TCP SYN-ACK packet, 
an alarm is generated assuming that a session is being 
connected.

In the matching process against the blacklist IPs, con-
ventional simple linear search tends to require a longer 
time as the number of blacklist IPs increases. To avoid this 
problem, all of the IPv4 IP addresses are mapped into 
memory on a bit-by-bit basis, enabling cross-check by 
turning a bit on or off for searching blacklist IPs. This 
approach enables fast search irrespective of the number of 
blacklist IPs. The approach has been verified to have a 
sufficient matching speed, and completed the process in a 
few steps irrespective of the number of blacklist IPs [4].

3.3  Results of observation collected in NICT 
network environment

To identify the state of communications with blacklist 
IPs more clearly, they are classified into Inbound and 
Outbound communication based on their direction. 
Figure 3 shows a graphical representation of the commu-
nication status. The observation results under the NICT 
network environment indicate that the accesses from the 
blacklist IPs to external open servers — such as the hosts 
on DMZs, honey pots and web servers — were success-
fully detected. In Outbound communications, those from 
internal hosts via proxy servers were detected. In addition, 
the external host’s scans that could be detected by other 
security appliances can also be detected using the blacklist 
detection method. This indicates that the host scanning the 
address space on the internet, including darknet, can be 
detected by this method, promising its effective use to 
judge the importance of blacklist IPs. Better accuracy for 
issuing alerts is the major challenge for the future. Possible 

methods to achieve this goal include the effective utiliza-
tion of other irregular communication observation data, in 
addition to the information acquired from darknet obser-
vation.

4 Slow scan detection

4.1  Overview
As the attackers typically do not possess detailed 

knowledge of the targeted network, they usually send 
packets to the hosts within the organization they have 
sneaked into, with the intention of checking the existence 
of the hosts and gathering vulnerability information. The 
attacker tends to send out a large number of packets in a 
short period of time to achieve their goal efficiently, and 
the network IDS tries to take advantage of this trait to 
capture the scan. To evade detection by the network IDS, 
the attacker sometimes performs slow scans intentionally. 
It is a tough task for a conventional network IDS to capture 
such slow scans. As shown in reference [5], the authors 
made a study on detecting slow SYN stealth scans out of 
the vast sea of Livenet communications. This detection 
method consists basically of the following procedures.

First, the current status of connection attempts being 
made by scan packets is detected using the framework of 
Threshold Random Walk (TRW) [6], in which a Bayesian 
decision making approach was applied. Then, to facilitate 
scan packet extraction, normal traffic was removed through 
reference against a whitelist.

4.2 Detection method
Among the set of information that a packet of live 

network traffic carries, NIRVANA only makes use of 
header information of the network- and transport layer. 

Fig.F 3　How communication is made with blacklist IPs
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Therefore, the applicability of TRW must be judged using 
such header information, which provides knowledge on if 
the connection attempt through TCP has succeeded or 
failed. To judge success/failure of connection attempts, the 
authors used a decision method based on the following 
items (see reference [5]): 5-tuple, TCP flag, Timestamp, and 
Sequence number. This approach has an effect of reducing 
erroneous judgement — typically caused by packet loss 
— and improving the judgement accuracy of successful 
connection. To reduce False Positives (FP) while trying to 
detect slow scans, the authors introduced filtering by means 
of a whitelist (i.e. exclusion of normal traffic). The whitelist 
was constructed based on the success/failure information 
of connection attempts, as judged based on the criteria 
described above, and included the source/target IP address, 
target port number, timestamp, and the number of success-
ful/failed attempts.

To facilitate the observer’s understanding of current 
scan conditions, the authors tried to represent the connec-
tion attempt situation using random walk of degree of 
belief (changes of subjective probabilities). In this process, 
the connection probabilities — for both benign and scan-
ner hosts — are first estimated, followed by Bayesian deci-
sion making based on the amount of information contained 
in a connection attempt. The latter step makes use of the 
TRW framework that detects scans using successive hy-
pothesis testing based on the information contained in 
successful/failed connection attempts.

4.3 Results of observation collected in NICT 
network environment

Slow scan experiments were conducted for evaluation 
under the network environment of NICT. The interval 
between scan packet transmissions was set to a variety of 
lengths, from several minutes to one day.

All the hosts that carried out slow scans were success-
fully detected.

The results of detection attempts depend on the param-
eter that indicates success/failure probability of connection 
with the assumed malicious host, but the slow scans were 
detected within a relatively small number of attempts. 
Figure 4 shows a graph of failed connection attempts and 
source hosts, extracted from the experimental results. The 
graph was produced using a graph mining tool [7]. A node 
in the graph represents a host, and the edges represent the 
direction of connection attempts. As is apparent from the 
graph, the host 1-3 (used in the experiment) showed the 
highest out-degree. From the viewpoint of rapid response 

to incidents, future challenges include the development of 
a method that provides an easier grasp of the scan situation 
for the observer. The authors consider that the following 
two aspects are of special importance for further study: 
comparison with other detection methods, and validation 
of detection accuracy.

5 Concluding remarks

The authors conducted a study, using the network en-
vironment within NICT, to verify the validity of an im-
proper communication detection method that utilizes 
darknet monitoring information as a blacklist. The authors 
also proposed a slow scan detection method, and demon-
strated its validity. The authors are planning to pursue 
further verification studies within the framework of the 
NICT network environment, aiming at future implementa-
tion of the results in society.
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Fig.F 4　Failed connection attempts and source hosts
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